Step Further produce L-DOPA or dopamine. Unfortunately, these grafts (e.g., adrenal medulla) provide only short-term and inconsistent clinical benefits (Gage, 1998) or carry some risk of viral infections. Parkinson's disease (PD) is caused by degeneration of A potential autologous dopamine source that has reneuromelanin-containing dopaminergic (DA) neurons in ceived little attention until recently is the carotid body. the midbrain substantia nigra, which leads to dopamine The carotid body is located near the bifurcation of the deficiency in the main dopaminergic innervation targets, carotid artery and contains dopamine-rich glomus cells. the caudate nucleus and putamen (collectively called These paraneuronal cells contain chemoreceptors that the striatum). Affected individuals, numbering over a are sensitive to changes in blood oxygen and carbon million in North America, typically exhibit tremor, muscudioxide, as well as pH, and they help to regulate respiralar rigidity, akinesia or bradykinesia (absence or slowtion rate ( 
DA neurons through the dopamine transporter, inter-
are quite similar to these obtained with adrenal medullary grafts, which survive poorly but can induce the reapferes with ATP production in the mitochondria, and leads pearance of host THϩ fibers (Bohn et al., 1987) . Underto cell death. As a result, these monkeys developed standing the mechanisms by which the glomus grafts stable and severe bilateral parkinsonism, which maniameliorate PD symptoms in monkeys may enable their fested in tremor, freezing, impaired balance, poor posbetter usage and point to novel therapeutic avenues for ture, and reduction in spontaneous activity. In addition, this disorder. the monkey that was trained prior to the MPTP treatment Regardless of the mechanism, glomus cell transplants on a fine motor task suffered an increase in the number could become effective therapy for PD in humans. Beof failures and time to complete the task.
fore clinical trials are attempted, more extensive and Three or seven months after the last MPTP injection, better controlled trials, as well as direct comparisons one carotid body was harvested and cut into 0.2-0.3 to fetal DA grafts, must be conducted in primates. In mm diameter aggregates, and two sites in the left putaaddition, it will be important to determine whether the men were grafted with three to five aggregates per site.
carotid bodies show degenerative changes in PD paOne monkey also received a single vehicle injection in tients, which may have an impact on their use. The new the right putamen to control for the effects of surgical results will hopefully prompt additional investigators to trauma. Both monkeys showed improvement that began study the utility of carotid body grafts and to help deter-2-4 weeks after transplantation and lasted throughout mine whether they can turn into a clinical reality. the duration of the study (3 or 5 months). Initially, the monkeys exhibited a reduction in tremor. Subsequently, they displayed an increase in spontaneous activity, more Derek Choi-Lundberg and Arnon Rosenthal frequent use of the contralateral limbs, and improveDepartment of Neuroscience ment in posture and balance, resulting in a 40% or 50% Genentech, Incorporated reduction in total disability score. The monkey that was 1 DNA Way trained on a fine motor task also showed partial restoraSouth San Francisco, California 94080 tion of fine motor skills with the limb contralateral to the graft. 
